YOUR STYLE

WHETHER YOU RUN YOUR BUSINESS FROM
HOME OR AN OFFICE, MAKE SURE YOUR
WORK-LIFE BALANCE LEANS HEAVILY TOWARDS
THE STYLISH SIDE. BY LUISA VOLPATO
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1. EASY SWITCH With the line between work and home life blurring, avoid the
paper shuffle and cord confusion with the clever Herman Miller Carafe table. The
subtle storage under the attractive table top means you can switch from working to
dining in a flash, from $4,595, livingedge.com.au. 2. ANYWHERE GOES The Riley
table by Naughtone is a beautifully crafted solid oak pull-up table, sized perfectly to
slide over benches, sofa arms or chair arms, so your laptop can go anywhere you go,
$1,419, t-c-w.com.au. 3. COMFY DOWNTIME You’ll look forward to putting your
feet up at the end of the working day in the very comfortable Seymour high armchair
and matching footstool, from $2,615, kingliving.com. 4. MINIMAL MATTERS Keep
things simple and chic with the cleverly named Gone Fishing table lamp, which
features a metal stand wrapped in black leather, a dimmer and choice of fabric cord
colours, $473, volkerhaug.com. 5. FLOWER POWER Make your work day more
vibrant with the Aqualotic fabric wall art of abstract watercolour flowers, designed
by Swedish artist and photographer Louise Videlyck. Also available with acoustic
insulation. From $595 for the 122 x 91cm size, www.alexandelle.com.au. 6. DOUBLE
TIME As seen at the London Design Festival, you won’t miss a beat with the Two
Timer clock by Great Britain brand Established & Sons, POA, livingedge.com.au. 7.
FORM AND FUNCTION Paris-based creative brand Forestier focuses on the
importance of both design and functionality. These principles shine through with the
Dom table lamp, from $495, criteriacollection.com.au. 8. SIMPLE SPACES Prisma is
elegance and minimalism all in one with more than a hint of Nordic style. Available
in a variety of desks, meeting tables and storage solutions, POA, t-c-w.com.au.
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